Abstract: Observables of neutrino oscillations in matter have, in general, contributions from the effective matter potential. It contaminates the CP violation asymmetry adding a fake effect that has been recently disentangled from the genuine one by their different behavior under T and CPT. Is the genuine T-odd CPT-invariant component of the CP asymmetry coincident with the T asymmetry? Contrary to CP, matter effects in uniform matter cannot induce by themselves a non-vanishing T asymmetry; however, the question of the title remained open. We demonstrate that, in the presence of genuine CP violation, there is a new non-vanishing CP-even, and so CPT-odd, component in the T asymmetry in matter, which is of odd-parity in both the phase δ of the flavor mixing and the matter parameter a. The two disentangled components, genuine A 
, could be experimentally separated by the measurement of the two T asymmetries in matter (ν α ↔ ν β ) and (ν α ↔ν β ). For the (ν µ ↔ ν e ) transitions, the energy dependence of the new A T;CPT µe component is like the matter-induced term A CP;CPT µe of the CP asymmetry which is odd under a change of the neutrino mass hierarchy. We have thus completed the physics involved in all observable asymmetries in matter by means of their disentanglement into the three independent components, genuine A
Introduction
Neutrino oscillations from a terrestrial accelerator source take place through their propagation in matter of the Earth mantle. There are matter effects originated in the interference between the forward scattering amplitude of electron neutrinos with matter electrons and the free propagation. Matter being CP -and CPT-asymmetric leads to well known fake contributions to the CP asymmetry A CP αβ between the α → β flavor transition probabilities for neutrinos and antineutrinos. Recently, the disentanglement of genuine and matter-induced CP violation has been solved by means of a theorem [1] able to separate the experimental CP asymmetry into two components with well defined behavior under the discrete symmetries: a genuine term A CP;T αβ odd under T and CPT-invariant, and a fake term A CP;CPT αβ odd under CPT and T-invariant. In addition, their peculiar different energy distributions at a fixed baseline provide signatures [2] for their separation in an actual experiment. Their definite different parities under the baseline, the matter potential and the genuine CPV phase allow the use of guiding simple and precise enough expressions in terms of vacuum parameters.
A question immediately arises: are these A CP;T αβ and A CP;CPT αβ components coincident with the T and CPT asymmetries, respectively? As the genuine T-odd A CP;T αβ component is CPT-invariant and thus CP-odd, a positive answer to this question would be equivalent to claim the absence of fake matter-induced terms in the T asymmetries, and hence a negative answer to the title of this paper. In the literature on T asymmetries for neutrino oscillations [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] one does not find definite claims on this question, even for a T-symmetric matter between the source and the detector (and, a fortiori, for uniform matter) neither in one nor the other sense of the response. Contrary to the fake A CP;CPT αβ component of the CP asymmetry, which exists even in the absence of true CP violation, if the medium is Tsymmetric it, by itself, cannot generate a T asymmetry in neutrino oscillations. However, in the presence of genuine CP violation, this last reasoning does not lead to a definite conclusion whether the entire T asymmetry is also CP-odd and CPT-invariant. In this last case, the genuine A CP;T αβ component in the disentangled CP asymmetry of Ref. [1] could be separately measured by the T asymmetry. On the contrary, a positive answer to the title of this paper would mean that the medium generates an additional A T;CPT αβ component which is CP-even by the combined effect of genuine and matter amplitudes. This CPT-odd component would then be a fake effect even for a T-symmetric medium.
We combines genuine and matter-induced amplitudes. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we prove the second Disentanglement Theorem, this time for the T asymmetries in matter, and identify the relevant rephasinginvariant mixings and oscillation factors appearing separately in each of the two components A T;CPT αβ and A T;CP αβ , which are both odd functions of the baseline L. For the three-family Hamiltonian in terms of vacuum parameters and the matter potential, we establish in Section 3 the definite parities of the two components under the phase δ of the flavor mixing matrix and the matter parameter a. We calculate their peculiar energy dependencies in the energy region between the two MSW [16, 17] resonances, both numerically and using the analytic perturbation expansion performed in Ref. [2] , for the golden ν µ → ν e channel. Section 4 discusses the specific combinations which appear in CPT asymmetries, as a lemma of the two Disentanglement Theorems. The main conclusions are given in Section 5.
T asymmetry disentanglement theorem
In this Section we study the time evolution of neutrinos propagating in matter in terms of their effective massesm and mixingsŨ . Notice that both ingredients are energy dependent. The flavor oscillation probability is The definition of the rephasing-invariant mixings says thatJ ij βα = (J ij αβ ) * , so the α ↔ β exchange in the T asymmetry leads to
which is an odd function of the baseline L, as imposed by its T-odd character. Notice that, even though matter may affect the T asymmetry, it cannot generate a non-vanishing T asymmetry in the absence of genuine T violation -the real mixing matrix would ensure a vanishing A T αβ . Therefore, contrary to the CP asymmetry case, a non-vanishing T asymmetry in matter is a proof of the existence of genuine CP violation in the lepton sector. Strangely enough, this reasoning does not prove that CP violation has actually been seen in the T asymmetry.
To check whether this quantity violates CP or CPT, as well as T, it should be compared with itsν equivalent,Ā
Imposing CP:
as happens in vacuum, leads toĀ T αβ = −A T αβ . Therefore, we expect from symmetry principles that all terms in A T αβ will also appear inĀ T αβ , either with the same sign -and so conserving CP and violating CPT-or with opposite sign -violating CP, and CPT invariant.
A consistent separation of the T asymmetry into two disentangled components, A T αβ = A . Explicit expressions for these two components can be read from Eqs. (2.3, 2.4) as
Notice that the CP-odd CPT-invariant component (2.5a) of the T asymmetry is the same as the genuine T-odd CPT-invariant component (2.2a) of the CP asymmetry. This fact can be understood from the asymmetry sum rule 1
In the CPT-invariant limit, this relation fixes the obtained identity A , are CPT-odd as a matter effect.
Observables in terms of vacuum parameters
In the effective Hamiltonian approach describing the behavior of neutrinos propagating in uniform matter, its matrix representation in the flavor basis is [16, [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] ]
where the only difference between neutrinos and antineutrinos comes from the sign of (i) the CPV phase δ in the unitary PMNS matrix U and (ii) the matter parameter a = 2V E, with V the matter potential. In this case, the functional form of the T asymmetry is necessarily A T αβ ≡ f (a) sin δ, which leads to the antineutrino asymmetryĀ T αβ = −f (−a) sin δ. A power expansion of f (a) around the vacuum a = 0 clearly shows that all even powers of a lead to CPTinvariant CP-odd terms, whereas all odd powers lead to CPT-odd CP-invariant terms. As a consequence, we discover that, even for a uniform (T-symmetric) matter, the answer to the title of this paper is positive through terms of odd-parity in the matter parameter a.
An exact numerical result of the energy dependencies of the two components A T;CP µe and A T;CPT µe is given in Fig. 1 for the two baselines L = 295, 1300 km. These baselines correspond to those of the T2HK [23] and DUNE [24] experiments, illustrated here for comparison with the other fake A CP;CPT µe component of Ref. [2] . Their direct observability would require terrestrial sources of electron neutrinos with equal energies to those for muon neutrino sources, not accessible at present. However, these A T µe andĀ T µe asymmetries would be natural for a neutrino factory [25] and they are ingredients for an analysis using atmospheric neutrinos.
The vacuum parameters used are those obtained by the global fit in Ref. [26] θ 12 = 34.5
assuming Normal Hierarchy. We consider a change of Hierarchy for the same physical configuration, which corresponds to compute the Inverted Hierarchy case with the condition ∆m 2 31 | IH = −∆m 2 32 | NH , keeping the same values for all other quantities. In this way, one is consistent in isolating the observable effects due to the change in the ordering of the same neutrino mass states. is the same in the antineutrino asymmetry case, whereas the other two components change sign. Notice the different scales for the two baselines.
As expected, the Figure shows that matter effects become relevant at longer baselines. Since matter effects cannot generate a T asymmetry if there is no genuine CP violation, both T-odd components vanish when sin δ = 0. We also find that, as happens in the CP asymmetry, there are special configurations at longer baselines where the matter-induced term vanishes, for any value of δ, near a maximal value of the genuine one.
In order to characterize these points analytically, we consider a perturbative expansion in the small quantities we discover that, besides the global sin δ factor and the different a-parities, the same combinations of vacuum parameters as for the CP asymmetry appear. We obtain
which is disentangled into These analytical approximations are compared with the exact numerical results in Fig. 1 for the two chosen baselines of T2HK and DUNE. We observe that the agreement is excellent. As is now understood, the T asymmetry is purely genuine at the same magic energy (3.11) near the second oscillation maximum at which the experimental CP asymmetry is independent of matter effects. Even though a non-vanishing T asymmetry is a proof of genuine CP violation even in matter, this magic configuration provides a clean matter-independent point where sin δ could be measured without hierarchy ambiguities. As shown in Ref. [2] , a modest energy resolution would allow the separation of the hierarchyindependent genuine A T;CP µe component.
CPT asymmetry lemma
A decomposition of the CPT asymmetry into T-odd CP-invariant and CP-odd T-invariant components, A CPT
, is constrained by the CP and T asymmetries decomposition and the asymmetry sum rule (2.6), This expression implies that, due to the separate invariance under the three discrete symmetries, the following three equalities must be satisfied: the T-invariant A Notice that the interchange of flavor indices corresponds to a T transformation, so all T-odd components will be odd under α ↔ β, whereas T-invariant components will remain unchanged.
A calculation of the CPT asymmetry following the considerations of the previous Section results in T;CPT µe (3.9b), the first one even in both L and sin δ, the second one odd.
Notice that the whole CPT asymmetry is odd in a, as expected, and vanishes at the points tan ∆ 31 = ∆ 31 . This vanishing condition is consistent with previous analytical studies on the CPT asymmetry [27] , where the (L, E) values in which A CPT µe = 0 were suggested as a clean configuration on which a non-vanishing CPT asymmetry is a proof of intrinsic CPT violation. It is also consistent with the exact calculation [28] of the matterinduced CPT and CP asymmetry in the limit ∆m 2 21 = 0. We extend this result to the matter-induced components of the CP and T asymmetries: the disentanglement (4.2) of all three asymmetries shows that A CPT µe vanishes at tan ∆ 31 = ∆ 31 because both CPT-odd components separately vanish. This ensures that A CP µe and A T µe probe genuine CP and T violation, respectively, free from matter effects. This last statement cannot be ensured only by finding a vanishing CPT asymmetry, since a configuration in which the two CPT-odd components cancel each other in A CPT This discussion clearly shows that, for neutrinos traveling through the Earth mantle at energies between the two MSW resonances, ∆m 2 21 a ∆m 2 31 , there are magic L/E values that satisfy tan ∆ 31 = ∆ 31 . At these points, of which L/E = 1420 km/GeV is the highest-energy one, all three asymmetries probe genuine violation of its associated discrete symmetry.
Conclusions
This paper represents the culmination of the study of the separate physics involved in the genuine and fake matter-induced effects for all observable CP, T and CPT asymmetries in neutrino oscillations. The starting point was the proof of Disentanglement Theorems allowing each asymmetry to be written as the sum of two components with definite transformation properties under the other two symmetries , are induced by matter in the neutrino propagation and thus they are odd in the matter potential. However, there is a very interesting distinction between these two fake components: whereas A CP;CPT αβ can be induced by matter alone without any fundamental CP violation for neutrinos, this paper has demonstrated a positive answer to the title question on the existence of the matter-induced A T;CPT αβ component, even for Tsymmetric matter. The possible surprise should disappear when realizing that the quantum logic is not disjunctive -either free or matter-since interference terms are also relevant. In fact, the analytic solution (3.9b) for the fake A T;CPT µe component is proportional to both a and sin δ.
Using the new T Asymmetry Disentanglement (2.5), the two observable T asymmetries for neutrinos and antineutrinos allow an experimental separation of genuine and fake effects under the same conditions of baseline and energy, being even in L and sin δ and odd in a.
It is now clear that the CP asymmetry in matter cannot be written as the T asymmetry in matter plus a CP-odd fake term, since matter induces a CP-invariant term in the T asymmetry. Our matter-induced CP-odd component (5.3) quantifies the fake effects in the CP asymmetry with the appropriate behavior under T and CPT.
A remarkable result from our precise enough analytic calculation of the three components in terms of the vacuum parameters is that the two fake components A CP;CPT µe and A T;CPT µe vanish, with first-rank zeros, at the same set of magic L/E values satisfying tan ∆ 31 = ∆ 31 , independent of the hierarchy, δ and a: only ∆m 2 31 matters. These solutions appear near the values in which the genuine component A CP;T µe is maximal, tan ∆ 31 = −2∆ 31 . The joint fulfillment of these two equations occurs around the solutions for the even oscillation maxima in the transition probabilities, sin 2 ∆ 31 = 1.
All in all, the conditions for a direct evidence of genuine CP and T violation for neutrino oscillations in matter by means of the measurement of an observable component odd under the symmetry are now met. One may proceed by (a) measuring the genuine CP or T asymmetry at the magic energies where matter effects vanish, or (b) follow the program outlined in Eq. (5.2) at any chosen (L; E) configuration to extract it. We emphasize that this genuine component is independent of the hierarchy. So global fits in which the resulting δ phase is dependent on the assumed hierarchy say that true CP violating terms, proportional to sin δ and even in a, play a minor role in the intervening observables. On the contrary, the two fake components have clear sign information on the hierarchy, being odd in a and containing δ-independent, cos δ and sin δ terms. The relative signs of genuine A T;CP µe and fake A T;CPT µe components are equal for normal hierarchy, the last one being smaller in magnitude at all energies and baselines. This is in contrast with the fake A CP;CPT µe component, which is larger in magnitude than the genuine A CP;T µe at large energies for long baselines.
